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Abstract- Meteorological ensemble forecasts aim at quantify- rely on meteorological ensemble forecasts as input. While
ing the uncertainty of the future development of the weather by traditional meteorological forecasts supply one scenario for the
supplying several possible scenarios of this development. Here future development of the weather, ensemble forecasts supply
we address the use of such scenarios in probabilistic forecasting several scenarios. These scenarios are often considered equally
of wind power production. likely.
Specifically, for each forecast horizon we aim at supplying likely.
quantiles of the wind power production conditional on the Here we consider ensemble forecasts of wind speed and
information available at the time at which the forecast is gener- direction lOin above ground level from both ECMWF (Euro-
ated. This involves (i) transformation of meteorological ensemble pean Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts) and NCEP
forecasts into wind power ensemble forecasts and (ii) calculation pean Centerfo r EdimrangenWat Frects) an NCeP
of quantiles based on the wind power ensemble forecasts. Given (National Centers for Environmental Prediction in the U.S.).
measurements of power production, representing a region or a These models are global models and the scenarios are basically
single wind farm, we have developed methods applicable for these generated by perturbing the initial conditions of the differential
two steps. While (ii) should in principle be a simple task we found equations describing the global weather system [2]-[7].
that the probabilistic information contained in the wind power Figure 1 shows an example of a quantile forecast of the wind
ensembles from (i) can not be used directly and therefore both
(i) and (ii) requires statistical modelling. power produchon in a region. To produce this forecast two
Based on these findings an demo-application, supplying quan- models has been used. First a model describing the relation
tile forecasts for operational horizons of up to approximately 6 between unperturbed forecasts of wind conditions and the
days, was developed for two utilities participating in a common power production is used to produce a wind power ensemble
project. The application use ECMIWF-ensembles. One setup forecast and secondly a model is used for transforming this
corresponds to an offshore wind farm (Nysted, Denmark) and
one corresponds to regional forecasting (Western Denmark). In power ensemble forecast mto a wmid power quantle forecast.
the paper we analyze the results obtained from 8 months of actual While the latter may seem a trivial task our analysis show
operation of this system. that the wind power ensemble forecasts are far from being
It is concluded that the demo-application produce reliable probabilistic correct, which in turn must be rectified by a
forecasts. The average difference between the 75% and 25% somewhat complicated model. In this paper the two models
quantile forecasts exceeds 50% of the installed capacity for will be described and the results of a 8 months trial period ofhorizons longer than approximately 4 days for the wind farm will be summa more inforion
setup. For the regional forecasts the corresponding horizon is not the demo-application will be summarized. More information
reached within 7 days, which is the maximum horizon available. can be found in [7]-[9].
The ability of the demo-application to differentiate between The demo-application is used at the production companies
situations with low and high uncertainty is analysed. Also, the Energi E2 A/S and Elsam Kraft A/S, both located in Denmark.
relation between the forecasted uncertainty and the actual skill of At E2 it is used to forecast the production at the Nysted
a point forecast is analysed. A satisfactory agreement is observed. At E2
fr withanrecstalle p achofat MWsoffshore wind farm with an installed capacity of 166 MW.
At Elsam it is used to forecast the production of all wind
I. INTRODUCTION farms in Jylland and Fynen (Western Denmark), excluding
As part of the Danish PSO project Ensemble-forecasts Horns Rev offshore wind farm. This amounts to an installed
for wind power (FU2101) [1] models for producing quantile capacity of just over 2200 MW. The demo-application runs
forecasts of wind power production were developed. Based using the ECMWF ensemble forecast system. Based on the
on this development a demo-application producing quantile global data assimilation, the calculations are initiated daily at
forecasts of wind power has been developed. The models 12:00UTC andthe calculation time is approximately17 hours.
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The temporal resolution is six hours, the demo-application use conditional variances and correlations is addressed in [21] and
linear interpolation between time points. See also [9], [10]. in [22] a full parametric multivariate time series model is
The demo-application has been used since November 2004. developed.
The general experience of the users is that it runs very stable. The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sec. lIIthe power
It is mainly used for planning related to horizons up to one curve model and a probability model are briefly described.
week, e.g. unit commitment, fuel demand forecasts, in case Sec. III the results obtained from a trial period of 8 months is
of power station failure, and trading over the weekend on the reported for the two setups of the demo-application described
German electricity exchange EEX [10, Sec. 5]. Furthermore, above. Finally, in Sec. IV we conclude on the paper.
it supplements the operational forecast software WPPT [11],
which focus on point forecasts for horizons up to approxi- II. MODELS
mately 40 hours, and is used for placing bids on the NordPool The models are empirical models identified by fitting the
spot market. models to data consisting of actual power productions and
Meteorological ensemble forecasting is a large and diverse forecasts of wind speed and direction. The forecasts used here
field of science. Meteorological ensembles generated as de- are the so-called unperturbed forecasts which is one of the
scribed above are often termed initial value ensembles. Other scenarios included in the ensemble forecast. The unperturbed
types of meteorological ensemble forecasting systems exists forecast is a scenario generated using the same meteorological
in which different parametrizations of parts of the model is model as used in the ensemble forecasting system, but without
used. This amounts to use a number ofmeteorological models perturbation of the initial values. The ECMWF ensemble
in parallel and differs from initial value ensembles by the fact forecasts are also perturbed randomly as the state evolves [3],
that the performance of each of the individual models can be this is however not implemented for the unperturbed forecast.
followed over time. See [12], [13] for an overview. The models used are described in [7], [8], here the models will
With respect to wind power forecasting a number of meth- be briefly described. For the data used in model development
ods for producing quantile forecasts or similar information has cut-out do not seem to occur [7].
previously been considered. These methods do not necessarily AP
use meteorological ensembles. Quantile regression [14] is used A.Pwer curve model
in [15] and [16]. In [17]-[19] a quantity for measuring the The power curve model describes the relation between the
agreement between consecutive forecasts is defined and this is forecasted wind conditions (speed and direction) and the wind
used to predict the uncertainty of wind power forecasts. In [20] power produced. Reasons for including the wind direction in
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Fig. 2. Examples of the dependence of the actual observed frequencies on the nominal probability given a specific horizon (left) and on the horizon given
a specific nominal probability (right). The example originates from [7], where data from a small offshore wind farm is used.
the model includes wake effects and direction dependent bias When no parametric assumptions are placed on the func-
of the meteorological forecasts. The unperturbed forecast is of tions f and g the model (2) is a conditional parametric model
course associated with some uncertainty when compared to the [26], [27]. The functions are estimated by local regression with
wind speed and direction experienced by the wind farm, which bandwidths chosen using the nearest neighbour principle and
in turn results in biased estimates [7], [23]-[25]. In order a tricube weight function. A local linear approximation is used
to preserve the probabilistic properties of the meteorological for f and a local constant approximation is used for g. More
ensemble forecast when transforming the ensemble into power details can be found in [7].
the estimation procedure should be unbiased. The estimation . .
procedure described below aims at this, while at the same time
using well tested methods. When the power curve model described in the previous sec-
To ensure that the full range of power productions are tion is used together with meteorological ensemble forecasts to
covered by the model the measured power outputs P are produce wind power ensemble forecasts it is possible to check
transformed into the quantity y using the relation the probabilistic properties of the power ensemble forecasts.
p-p This requires nominal quantiles to be derived from the power
y = co + c1 log p - (1) ensemble forecasts for every horizon in every forecast, i.e. the
ensemble forecast is transformed into a forecast of nominal
where co, c1, P, and P are coefficients to be determined from quantiles. Hereafter the data must be grouped so that the actual
data. The coefficients P and P are set just below and above frequencies can be compared with the corresponding numbers
the minimum and maximum observed power production of from the nominal quantiles.
a sufficiently long period. This amounts to controlling these Here it is chosen to group the data by horizon. Figure 2
coefficients by the installed capacity. For details see [7]. The show an example from [7]. In general this behavior is ob-
remaining coefficients which determine the placement and the served; i.e. a smooth dependence of the actual frequency on
slope of the transformation are found by nonlinear regression the nominal probability and a rather fluctuating dependence of
in the inverse of (1) when y is replaced by the unperturbed the actual frequency on the horizon. See also [7], [8].
forecast of the wind speed. This amounts to estimating a Due to the structure of the data a conditional parametric
simple logistic-shaped power curve with a fixed span of power model [26], [27] is used where the dependence on the nominal
output. probability pn is modelled as a cubic spline with bound-
To account for the wind direction, deviations from the ary knots at 0 and I and two equidistantly placed internal
logistic shape, and to adjust for bias originating from the knots [28]. The coefficients of the spline are estimated non-
uncertainty of the forecast the transformed power output is parametrically as smooth functions of the horizon T. The
modelled as model is formally written
y f (U,v) +g(U, V)T + e (2) log Pa B(PO)t(T) + e (3)
where the wind velocity (u, v) is a vector representation of the 1 -Pa
unperturbed forecast of speed and direction, T is the forecast where Pa is the actual frequency, B(pn) is a matrix repre-
horizon of the meteorological model, f and g are smooth senting a spline basis expansion of the nominal probability
functions, and eis the error term. The term g(u, v)T adjust for Pn, O(T) is the vector of smooth functions, and e is the
an increasing uncertainty with horizon which may also depend error. The logit-transformation of Pa is used to ensure that the
on the wind speed and direction. In this way the bias of the forecasted Pa will be between 0 and 1. Estimation is performed
estimate of f(u, v) is reduced and after transformation to the using local regression with a fixed bandwidth and a tricube
original scale this is used as the power curve, weight function. Due to the presence of peaks (Figure 2, right),
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the functions O(T) are locally approximated by 2nd order oo 0.4 0.8
. * . * * * 1 1 * * *r - * ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~96*tR ... ..i20| 120*thr ~di ,11" 4 f~ 6polynomials. To avoid the problems in modelling the steep 1 -1.0
slopes corresponding to saturation for pn = 0 and pn 1 - 0.8
the corresponding data is excluded before fitting the model to 0.6
data. For details see [7]. - - 0.4
-0.2
III. RESULTS FROM TRIAL PERIOD o 24+thr 48 hii 72 7 d 96
< 1.0 - _
In this section the results from operation of the demo- 0.8- 7 _
application described in the introduction are presented. The 0.6-/-
evaluation period is July 28, 2004 until March 31, 2005, i.e. a 020.2-
total of 8 months. According to plans the models were to 0o -.r i -
be re-calibrated every month using data from the previous 0.0 0.4 0.8 0.0 0.4 0.8
six months. Due to the status of the application the re-
calibration is not implemented as an automatic procedure and Nominal
as a consequence re-calibration were not always performed Fig. 3. Nysted offshore wind farm: Actual frequencies versus nominal
on a regular basis. With the purpose of evaluating the original probabilities when grouping by horizon in hours as indicated on top of each
plans an off-line rerun were performed. In this paper we report plot.
the results of the rerun and briefly consideres one of the
original runs in Sec. III-E. In [9] the results of the original L o 0 .
96* tFR.......20120* thru- 144*fthr168-
run and the rerun is reported, together with the results of a -1.0
rerun using ensemble forecasts from NCEP (National Centers - 0.8
for Environmental Prediction in the U.S.). See also [9] for - -/ 0.6
. . . _ / / / ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- 0.4details regarding how the meteorological ensembles are used. _ - 0.2
When evaluating the performance of a quantile forecasting - 24 . .4 - o o
system it must be addressed to what extent the system is < i.0 - -4 -4 7 -7 9-
actually producing quantiles, e.g. it must be verified that 0.8- / / /
in 7500 of the cases the actual production is below the 0.6--
7500 quantile. This property is called the reliability of the 0.2- - X _
system. Furthermore, the precision of the forecast must be 0.0
-0 I T -
addressed. Sharpness measures the average precision, e.g. 0.0 0.4 0.8 0.0 0.4 0.8
the average of the distance between the 25% and the 75%
quantile. Resolution measures the variation in precision, e.g. Nominal
the standard deviation of the distance between the 25% and Fig. 4. Western Denmark: Actual frequencies versus nominal probabilities
the 75% quantile. High resolution indicates that the system when grouping by horizon in hours as indicated on top of each plot.
is able to differentiate between situations with low and high
predictability. The concept originates from meteorology [29],
but for models identified using data some part of the resolution by which the observed power production is below a given
will be artificial in the sense that it originates from random quantile is calculated for quantiles from 00/ to 100% in steps
estimation error. Generally, this error has zero mean and of 5%. A plot of the actual frequencies against the nominal
therefore it will not influence sharpness in a systematic way. probabilities is called a reliability diagram, which ideally
When comparing several forecast systems these should coincide with the line of identity.
only be compared w.r.t. sharpness and resolution if they are Based on these observed frequencies the reliability diagrams
all reliable to some accepted degree. Other approaches to shown in Figures 3 and 4 are obtained. It is clear that the
evaluation of ensemble forecasts has been suggested, see e.g. diagrams are close to the line of identity. Especially, for
[30] and the references therein. Western Denmark some curvature covering the whole plot
To further verify the appropriateness of the quantile fore- range is observed. This may indicate that the number of knots
casting system the spread / skill relationship is often consid- used in the spline basis in (3) should be increased. Typically
ered. Here the relation between the magnitude of the observed the deviation is in the order of two percent. For Nysted
forecast error of a point forecast and the uncertainty indicated Offshore the reliability curve lies below the line of identity
by the quantile forecast system is analysed. The point forecast for both low and high nominal probabilities. The deviation
could be the forecast originating from the unperturbed scenario is in the order of 500 for the extreme quantiles. For Western
or it could be the 5000O quantile forecast. Denmark the reliability curve lies above the line of identity
for low nominal probabilities, and below the line of identity
A. Reliability for high nominal probabilities. In both cases the the deviation
In order to address the issue of reliability the forecasts are is up to 500O.
grouped by horizon in whole days and the actual frequencies Figures 5 and 6 show the corresponding reliability diagrams
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- 0.6 Fig. 7. Average difference between quantile forecasts symmetric about the
_ 0.4 50% forecast; 75%-25% (D50), 80%-20% (D60), 85%o-15% (D70), 90%O-
- 0.2 10% (D80). The numbers are relative to installed capacity.
-0.0
o . ........ 24+thru 48 _+ thru 72 7.96
< 1.0 --.--
0.8- . offshore wind farm the corresponding numbers are 90°0 and
0.6 70°0. The differences in predictive abilities for the two setups
0.2 Z can also be quantified as the horizon for which the sharpness0.2 - _
0 0,00,based on the central 500 reach 500 of installed capacity.
0.0 0.4 0.8 0.0 0.4 0.8 For Nysted offshore wind farm this horizon is 4 days and for
Western Denmark this horizon is not reached within 7 days.
Nominal
Fig. 6. Western Denmark: Actual frequencies versus nominal probabilities C. Resolution
when not adjusting the quantiles using (3).when not adjusting the quantiles using 3). The resolution of the quantile forecasts is depicted in
Figure 8. For Nysted offshore wind farm the resolution has a
when not using (3) to adjust the quantile forecasts. It is clear maximum around horizons of 2 days, i.e. for operational hori-
the the adjustment is important, especially for the shorter zons around 1 day. Hereafter the resolution steadily declines
horizons. Note also that the adjustment required is different indicating the increased uncertainty of the meteorological
f y ord a o r n r forecast and the limited production capacity of the wind farm.for Western Denmark. Furthermandfore, thesregplots showecth Note also that some of the curves cross. For Western Denmark
satraWetio De.g.kforNteof ore,wind fmor horizon the situation is different. The resolution as measured by thebeurtwen, and 48 hust quantlesbelo 2 and aov 900o central 50% of the data (the bottom curve) is almost constant
canweno be ably adus from 2 to 7 days. When using the central 80% only a minornot reliably adjusted.deraeiobrv. decrease is observed.
B. Sharpness
The sharpness of the quantile forecasts is depicted in Fig- D. Spread skill relationship
ure 7. Except for the short horizons, which are non-operational For investigation of the spread / skill relationship the 50%
due to the calculation time, the plots show the expected quantile forecast is used as a point forecast. The magnitude of
behavior, i.e. the uncertainty increase with horizon and the the error of this forecast is compared with the inter quartile
relative uncertainty is larger for a wind farm than for a region. range (IQR), i.e. the difference between the 75% and the 25%
Furthermore, it is seen that the uncertainty is larger during the quantile forecast. If a spread / skill relationship in fact exists
day than during the night; 0, 1, . .., 7 days corresponds to the spread of actual point forecast errors should increase with
12:00 UTC and Denmark is in the time zone UTC±1. the IQR. Due to the size of plotting symbols this may not be
For Western Denmark the central 800% (900%-10%) iS not visible on scatter-plots. For this reason we group the data by
larger than 600% of the installed capacity for any horizon. For rounding the IQR relative to installed capacity to one decimal
3 days the corresponding number is near 400/0. For Nysted point. For each of these groups a range of quantiles of actual
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Fig. 9. Spread / skill relationship when the 5000 quantile is used as the point forecast. The lines indicate the values for which 1000, 3000, 5000, 7000, and
9000 of the absolute errors are below, when grouping by the value on the 1st axis rounded to one decimal point. The horizons in hours are indicated on top
of each plot.
050 060------- D0D70 -- D 80 quantile forecast system. When the IQR is small the absolute
I
~~Wstern Denmark error of the point forecast is also small; in fact most of the
_ - 0.25 ~~~~~~~~linesare near zero when IQR is zero. For instance, when
70~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~02
the IQR is below lO0% of installed capacity, the 50°0o line of
0.20~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
> Er\ r,u=\,>JJ^ Ai4, 02 absolute error is also below 100% of the installed capacity.
XO1 KJ >/.,'V,'K > - : C0.15 Due to the limited number of points beyond the 500 and 9500
X 1 ~~'-2 K" 0.10 quantiles the 900% lines are somewhat fluctuating. Again, the
o _ n - 0~~~~~~~~~.05difference between the regional forecasts (Western Denmark)
. _ ____________________ and the wind farm (Nysted Offshore) is clearly visible on the
(U
au~~ ~ ~~Nse Offshore plots, mainly because the regional forecasts results in smaller
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 0.25~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
o I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~r
.° 0.2 'l/4i h ..CIQR. When only considering IQR where both setups have data
t 0150P tw t ~ (IQR < 0.5) the slopes of the lines are similar.
0.10 - '\ E. Regular calibration
0.05 -
0.oo ____________________ L In order to demonstrate the importance ofregular calibration
the original original run of the setup for Western Denmark
o 2 4
~~~~~~~~~~iSconsidered in this section. This setup were only calibrated
Horizon [days] tie
Fig. 8. Standard deviation of differences between quantile forecasts sym- * A calibration using data up to May 31, 2004 was used
metric about the 5000 forecast; 7500.2500 (D50), 80°/~20%o (D60), 85°/~15%o for forecasting until February 3, 2005.
(D70), 90°/~10%o (D80). The numbers are relative to installed capacity. * A calibration using data up to December 31, 2004 was
used for forecasting from February 4, 2005.
forecast errors are then computed. If spread / skill relationship This was due to some difficulties within the chain of activities
exists these lines should increase with IQR. involved in the supply of power data to the re-calibration of
The result is shown in Figure 9. First of all it is noted that the model.
the plots are very similar between horizons. This indicates The reliability diagrams of this original run are depicted
that the horizon has been adequately adjusted for. For the in Figure 10. It is seen that the difference is often 10-20%
regional forecasts (Western Denmark) values of IQR above and the results are not better than for the unadjusted quantile
0.4 iS rarely produced, especially for the shorter horizons. The forecasts (Figure 6). Comparing with the results obtained using
overlayed lines, which are constructed as described above, regular calibration (Figure 4) it is clear that regular calibration
clearly demonstrates the spread / skill relationship of the is indeed very important.
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0L 0LL 0i4 0L - - L the use of adaptive methods are important for wind power
96* iu20 120* thru4 144* hru 168................ .............. ..
-1.0 forecasting in general, see e.g. the analysis regarding the
- 0.8 optimal forgetting factor in [31]. Possible explanations include,
- 0.6 updates of the meteorological models, slowly varying effects
-0.4
-0.2 / not accounted for by the models, and changes in the population
_,,,, , - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~0.2
-.0 of wind turbines.24+th-,4 8 .8hii 72 hi 96
< 1.0 - 2 47 - Finally, it should be noted that the precision by which
0.8 - . - the reliability diagrams are determined are not addressed in
0.6- -. -, thi on*06
-thi7 , paper. Methods based on X2-tests have been suggested
0.4 -
0.2 - -,; -[15], but due to the inherent correlation of forecast errors this0.2 - / ,/
°°- 0.4 I- approach is problematic [30], [32]. In future research we hope
0.0 0.4 0.8 0.0 0.4 0.8 to identify an appropriate set of solutions to such problems in
wind energy forecasting.
Nominal
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